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The most important people in this class . . . are the students, then of course the TAs.  Contact at TA about the course work or about a gr

meet to review an ISSUE.



ANNOUNCEMENTS 



SECOND GRADED DELIVERABLE IS DUE   

JANUARY 27, 2017  

before 11:59PM 



★  Who 

•  What 

o   When 

§   Where 

✤  Why  

๏  How

Critical Thinking

Success!

Most careers are affected by urban planning -- to work in a globalized world you need to think critically!  This class will focus entir

planning.  The goal is too teach you critical thinking - not to make you experts on urban planning. 



WHY ARE CRITICAL THINKIN

SKILLS SO IMPORTANT?

Yes . . . I was once given an exam, at this University. It was in a comparative religion class. For the final we were all given a gr

up to the black board and wrote:



Because, we learned from employers that the key to employment in the 21st Century is critical thinking skills.





★  Who 

•  What 

o   When 

§   Where 

✤  Why  

๏  How

When asking or answering questions:



Q = What is god?

In my comparative religion class, the final exam was a single question. After thinking about the question for a while I noticed the g wasn’t capitalized,

asking about a particular God but “a superhuman being or spirit worshiped as having power over nature or human for



WHO?   WHAT?   WHEN?   HOW?   

I sat and thought about the questions I had learned to ask . . . the lady next to me (a nun) began scribbling furiously



A = Man crawled out of the primor

ooze cowered at the lightening  

above; cried “oh God” and felt a

Finally, I wrote:



A = Man crawled out of the primor

ooze cowered at the lightening  

above; cried “oh God” and felt a

WHO?    WHAT?     WHEN?    HOW? 

When I got the paper back . . . some time later this is how it was marked



REVIEW - Introduction

• What          PUP 301 - Introduction to Urban Planning 

• Who           Dr. Michael Lyon & the TAs 

• When         M/W 3:05p - 4:20p  

• Where       NEEB Hall 

• How       Develop Critical Thinking Skills 

• Why           Opportunities 

• prepare for employment 

• learn about urban planning 

• become an activist 

• don’t lose your panties  



REVIEW - Cities

• What    Cities - the origin of civilization

• Who     Hunter gatherers  

• When   5500 BCE (7000+ years ago)

• Where       Mesopotamia (btwn Tigris & Euphr

• How        Permanent settlements 

• Why           Opportunities 

• employment / trade 

• social interactions  

• culture / entertainment 

• security (physical / food / wa



REVIEW - History of Urban Planning

• What    Form of cities 

• Who     Leaders, planners and citizens

• When   from the very beginning  

• Where       Administration of city 

• How        Separate location of activities 

• Why           Improve livability  

• zone uses 

• create social interactions  

• increase trade / business 

• security (physical / food / wa



• What    Police Power  of Cities (not the police)

• Who     Elected City Councils (under S

• When   From early 1900s in US 

• Where       City Hall (State Legislature) 

• How        Zoning / Public Infrastructur

• Why           Protect Health, Safety and Public 

• clean environment 

• control nuisances   

• protect neighbors    

REVIEW - Power of Cities



URBAN PLANNING IN THE NEWS!





Crosses much private property . . . the owners will be compensated using eminent domain. But, it is an example of

pipeline company) can use it.



I don’t care WHAT you are thinking I care about HOW are you thinking . . .



Last time we discussed how the police powers of government developed over time to allow for urban planning.



Types of Urban Planning

HEALTH, SAFETY AND PUBLIC WELF

LECTURE TOPIC:  

Cities have an administrative or legal system around which people organize . . .  

Polis . . . the greek/latin word for city



ORIGIN OF CITIES  

 

HISTORY OF URBAN PLANNING

POLICE POWER OF CITIES

TYPES OF URBAN PLANNING

Foundation of critical thinking in urban planning . . . 





Largely, this occurred when the Supreme Court’s approved government’s power to regulate land use (e.g., zoning) within its boundaries.

reach the Supreme Court of the US was Village of Euclid, Ohio v. Ambler Realty in 1926. Ambler Realty sued the village,

the value of the land by limiting its use. The Court held that zoning ordinances were not an unreasonable extension of

arbitrary fiat, and thus it was not unconstitutional.



We learned during the last lecture that when a city sets limits on land-use using its police power. . . we very broadly describe this as zoning

than simply constraining land use or taking land for a public purpose.



“the public health, safety and welfar

We learned that each state is responsible for the “the public health, safety and welfare” of its citizens.



Uses the police power of government.



Citizens of Tempe

Tempe City Council 

City Manager

Transporta

Environmental Planners

Energy Planners

Urban Planners

Who do I work for? Conflicting vision and values . . . 



Most people when they hear the term Urban Planning - assume it is only about designing cities . . . in fact, it is much mor







Environmental planners regulate air quality from smoke stacks



to car exhaust



This level of regulation includes when you can and can not burn wood in your fireplace.





Urban planners work in collection of sewerage and . . . 



work on treatment of the water before it is returned to the environment.



Environmental planners pull the water you drink from the Colorado River . . . it was planners who determined it was the most economic method to supply Phoenix.



While LA is suffering water rationing/controls, Phoenix has plenty due to good planning.



And, of course, urban planners design the water distribution system.



Environmental planners then distribute reclaimed water (gray water) for use on golf courses or for reinfection into the aquifer



Environmental planners propose water collection and movement infrastructure.



NOT JUST THE WATER WE SEE!



Urban planner regulate the soils and waters under our feet . . . here we see the map of a superfund site in centr



NOW MAY REGULATE GROUND C



Many planners - including several at ASU - are working on the issue of the Urban Heat Island









At one time all the streets of Phoenix were lined with trees . . . when the roads were expanded we lost the trees.









Navajo power generation station in north-eastern Arizona is fully regulated by the EPA. But the siting and transmission is impacted by or

Corporation Commission.



The Arizona Corporation Commission also must approve the siting of all transmission lines across the state.



Planners in state government determine the amount of solar and renewable energy that must be produced.



Wether or not new nuclear generators are ever built at the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station will be impacted by the ener

young urban planner I prepared the report: “Energy Policy in Arizona: A plan for Sustainable Development” in the e



As you can see from the proceeding slides, environmental planners deal with nearly every aspect of the air, water and soils in an urban ar
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Transportation planners work in all aspects of transportation . . . largely because the infrastructure is largely owned and oper





$2 billion public investment will have huge impact on private investment and/or value. Stakeholders - the term we use to describe par

great beneficiaries of this investment, as well as, commuters.



Urban planners from ASU were instrumental in the development of the GRID bike share program.







Rio de Janeiro uses cable cars as public transit



Urban planners work on driverless or smart car regulations.



Urban planners are changing the focus of our streets from vehicles to humans



Urban planners work in aviation 



How many poor people will this system serve?



For not just motorized vehicles, but bikes and skateboards too.



Urban planners are studying how to make Phoenix a more walkable city. 



Transportation planners are considering a rail line between Phoenix and Tucson
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Social planners . . . deal with a broad variety of issues. Homeless people rarely vote and it often falls to the urban planner to pr



Including the planning, development and construction of SRO housing.



In NYC this largely involves rent control and extraction from developers.





Urban planners decide where group homes will be sited and permitted.



And - of course - at the federal level their is HUD.



Social

As you can see from the proceeding slides, environmental planners deal with nearly every aspect of the air, water and soils in an urban ar





Planning for refugees often includes an urban planner.



Poor planning lets to disasters . . .





good planning avoids disasters. . .



FEMA - full of planners - responds to floods, hurricanes, storm surges, fires, volcanos, earthquakes, etc.







Disaster

As you can see from the proceeding slides, environmental planners deal with nearly every aspect of the air, water and soils in an urban ar



FEMA is - of course - part of the Department of Homeland Security, which is full of urban planners





Urban planners determine the location of CCTVs based on movement studies.



80 trucks were used to protect Macy’s thanks giving day parade this year . . . likely proposed by an urban planner

trucks.











I ❤ NY is both a logo and a song that are the basis of an advertising campaign and have been used since 1977 to pr



It was an Urban Planner who recognized the import of population changes between day and night in the city.













Population is changing (move to sun belt) which will require planners to help cities grown, as well as, help cities shrink.





• What    Uses of Police Power by Cities/S

• Who     Elected City Councils / Legisla

• When   From early 1900s in US 

• Where       City Hall & State Legislatur

• How        Zoning / Public Infrastructur

                         Rules / Regulations 

• Why           Health, Safety and Public W

REVIEW - Types of Urban Planning





Urban planners make mistakes . . . 




